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The problem considered in this article is that of the relation between the

degree of a linear homogeneous group and the abstract properties of the

group. We have the theorem of Frobenius(1) to the effect that the degree of an

irreducible group is a divisor of the order of the group, and then the general-

ization of this by Schur(2) which states that the order of the group is divisible

by the product of the degree and the order of the central. In these Transac-

tions^) I called attention to the importance of the commutators of the group

in this connection by showing that the degree of an irreducible group is not

less than the order of any invariant commutator. As a matter of fact, it is a

multiple of this order. It is shown in the present paper that the orders of cer-

tain non-invariant commutators also have a bearing on the degree of alinear

group, whether it be reducible or irreducible. Moreover for groups of a cer-

tain category the degree is a multiple of the order of the whole commutator

subgroup.

If a linear homogeneous group has a similarity substitution as a com-

mutator, the degree of the group is a multiple of the order of this commutator

since all the multipliers of a similarity substitution are equal and the de-

terminant of a commutator is equal to one. If G is an irreducible group of

order g and degree n with a central of order a all its invariant substitutions

are similarity substitutions, and if ß is the order of an invariant commutator

ß2 is a divisor of g since g is divisible by na and a and n are both divisible by ß.

If G is reducible at least one of its irreducible components has an invariant

commutator whose order is equal to the highest order of any multiplier of

any invariant commutator of G. Therefore the degree of this component is a

multiple of this order, and the degree of G is greater than this order. Hence

we have the following theorem.

Theorem I. The degree of a linear group is not less than the order of any

multiplier of any invariant commutator of the group, and if the degree is equal

to this order the group is irreducible.

It is not necessary that the commutator mentioned in the theorem be in-

variant in the group. For if
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(*) Frobenius, Preuss. Akad. Wiss. Sitzungsber. (1896) §12.

(s) Schur, J. Reine Angew. Math. vol. 127 (1904) p. 44.

(3) Fite, Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 7 (1906) p. 66.
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A-'TA = 77i,

where 7\ is commutative with A, we have

A~XTAX = Til

If now T and 7\ are commutative both can be assumed to be in normal form.

Then if œ is a multiplier of Ti of order ß and p is the corresponding multiplier

of T, pux, where x = \,2, ■ • ■ , ß, are distinct multipliers of T. Hence the de-

gree of G is at least ß.

Theorem II. The degree of a linear group G of order pm (p an odd prime)

is not less than pB, where pß is the order of a commutator 7\ such that

A~lTA = 77,

araá"
A-lTxA = 7i72,

T being commutative with 7\ araá" T2 being invariant in G.

The order of Tz does not exceed pß. If it equals pß the conclusion follows

from Theorem I. Suppose then that T2 is of order less than pß. We can as-

sume that T, Ti, and T2 are all in normal form since they are commutative.

Then if co is a multiplier of Ti of order pß, the multiplier of T2 that corresponds

to co is of the form w'p7 where j^O (mod p) and 0<7^/3. Now

— x        x x    xix—1)/2
A    TA    = 77i72

If p is the multiplier of T corresponding to u of Ti then

p01x+jPyxu-i)i2

is a multiplier of T. These are all distinct for x less than pß, for if

jptx(x - 1) jpyy(y - 1)
x H-— y -\-(mod p")

2 2
then

2(x - y) + jpy(x2 - y2) - jpy(x - y) == 0,

or

2s + jspy(x + >■) — jspf = 0 (mod />?~5),

where ps is the highest power of p that divides x—y, and i^O (mod p). But

this is impossible since 8<ß.

Let G be an irreducible group of degree ra and let T be a substitution of G

that corresponds to an invariant operation of the central quotient group G'

of the highest order, say ß (ß>\). Then T is invariant in a subgroup Gi of

index ß, since it has exactly ß conjugates. Moreover T is commutative with
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every commutator of(4) G and therefore Gt is invariant in G, the quotient

group G/Gi being cyclic of order ß. The substitution T and the central H

of G generate an invariant abelian subgroup of G not all of whose substitu-

tions are similarity substitutions. It then follows from a theorem of Blich-

feldt^) that G is imprimitive, each system of imprimitivity consisting of

those variables that have the same multiplier in T. Among these multipliers

of T there are at least ß distinct ones. Hence there are at least ß systems of

imprimitivity. The variables of each system are transformed among them-

selves by every substitution of Gi and the systems are permuted among them-

selves by the substitutions of G in accordance with a transitive cyclic permu-

tation group of order ß. Hence there are ß distinct multipliers of T, each

occurring n/ß times.

The substitutions of Gi as far as they affect the variables of any one sys-

tem form an irreducible group, since the variables of any one system are

transformed into linear functions of the variables of another system by any

substitution of G not in G\. These irreducible groups, one in each system and

each of degree n/ß, are irreducible components of G\. They are simply iso-

morphic since they are conjugate.

If ßi is the highest order of any multiplier of an invariant commutator

of Gi there is an invariant commutator of one of the irreducible components of

d of order p\. The degree of this component, and therefore that of every one

of these irreducible components of G\, is a multiple of ßi. Hence « is a multiple

Of 001.
If n =/3 the irreducible components of Gi are all of degree 1, and therefore

abelian. Hence Gi is abelian. Conversely, if Gi is abelian n—ß. Hence we have

the following theorem.

Theorem III. A necessary and sufficient condition that G be of degree ß is

that Gi be abelian.

This means, among other things, that if G is simply isomorphic with an

irreducible group of degree ß it is not simply isomorphic with an irreducible

group of any other degree. It is also an immediate consequence of the theorem

that if G has an invariant commutator of order greater than ß then Gi is not

abelian, for in this case n>ß.

If n =ß the multipliers of T are all distinct. Then each system of imprimi-

tivity of G contains only one letter. Hence(6) we have:

Theorem IV. An irreducible group whose degree is equal to the order of an

invariant operation of its central quotient group can be written in monomial form.

(4) Fite, loe. cit. vol. 3 (1902) p. 351.
(6) Blichfeldt, Finite collineation groups, p. 79.

(») Cf. Blichfeldt, Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 5 (1904) pp. 313-314; vol. 6 (1905) p. 232.
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This theorem can be stated in the following alternative form :

Theorem IV. Let T be a substitution of an irreducible group G that corre-

sponds to an invariant operation of the central quotient group of G. Then if the

substitutions of G that are commutative with T form an abelian group, G can be

written in monomial form.

If the central of Gi is not cyclic the irreducible components of Gi are not

simply isomorphic with it. If, on the other hand, these components are not

simply isomorphic with Gi there is a substitution of Gi all of whose multipliers

in one of these components, say Gi.t, are equal to 1. Let T be such a substitu-

tion. If it is not invariant in Gi let 5i be a substitution of Gi that is not com-

mutative with T; say

57*751 = 77i.

The multipliers of Ti in Gi.i are all equal to 1. If Ti is not invariant in Gi there

is a substitution 52 of Gi such that

S2 TiSi = T1T2,

where T2 is not the identity, but has all its multipliers in Gi,i equal to 1. If

it is not invariant in Gi and Gi is of order pm we can continue this process

until we arrive at a Ti which is a nonidentity invariant substitution of Gi

all of whose multipliers in Gi,i are equal to 1. If now Gi had a cyclic central

generated by R then R and RTi would be two distinct invariant substitutions

of Gi of the highest order which are identical in Gi,i. Then RTi is a power of 2?,

say RTi=Rx, where XjéQ (mod p). Since R and Rx are the same as far as

concerns the variables of Gi,i we have * = 1 (mod pß), where pß is the order

of R. Hence R and 2?7\ are the same throughout and Ti = 1. But this is con-

trary to our supposition regarding Ti. Hence we have:

Theorem V. If G is of order pm a necessary and sufficient condition that the

irreducible components of Gi be simply isomorphic with it is that its central be

cyclic.

Suppose now that G is irreducible of order pm and degree p. We assume

further that it is of class k>2. It has only p invariant commutators, since

the number of these does not exceed the degree of the group (Theorem I).

Since the degree of each of the irreducible components of Gi is a power of p,

this degree is 1 and Gi is abelian. Moreover the central of G' is of order p.

This can be seen as follows: ß — l, since no invariant operation of G' is of

order greater than p. Suppose now that 5 and T corresponded to independent

invariant operations of G'. If they were not commutative G' would be abelian,

and if they were commutative and A were a substitution of G not in Gi, we

should have
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A XTA = TTi   and   A 'SA = ST*,

where Ti is invariant in G. Then T~XS would be invariant in G. But this

contradicts the hypothesis in regard to S and T. Then G' has a central of

order p and an abelian subgroup of index p, namely, the subgroup that cor-

responds to G\. Then G" is either abelian or has a central of order p. It follows

in the same way that each of the successive central quotient groups, except

the last one, has a central of order p. And the last one is of order p2, since G\

is abelian('). The commutator subgroup K of G is abelian and of order pm~a-1,

and G is of class(8) k, where k = m—a.

Let G be an irreducible group of order pm and degree pß whose central

quotient group has an invariant operation of order pß, and suppose that the

commutator subgroup K is generated by a substitution Ti of order py. Then

there is a substitution A of G and a substitution T of Gi such that

A~XTA = TTi.

For there are two substitutions, B and C, of G such that

C^B-'CB = T2,

where T2 is of order p">. Then there are two substitutions, 7?i and C\, of G\

such that B = BiA\ and C=CiA\, where A i together with G\ generates G. Then

—c    —1    —6—1 c 6
r2 = ¿i Ci Ai Bi CiAiBiAi.

From this it is clear that T2 is the product of commutators formed by certain

powers of Ai and certain substitutions of Gi. Among these commutators there

is one of order py. There is then in Gi a substitution T and in G a substitution

A such that
A~lTA = TTi,

where T\ is of order py. Then, if p is an odd prime,

.-^„.p8 p*<i+*j>)      _
A     TA     = TTi = T,

since Gi is abelian and A\ is in Gi. This requires that Tf = 1 and therefore

that 7~i be invariant in G. Hence G is metabelian. Moreover G is of order

pa+2ß ancj jts central quotient group has two independent generators each of

order pß.

Theorem VI. If an irreducible group G of order pm (p an odd prime) and

degree pß has a cyclic commutator subgroup and a central quotient group with an

invariant operation of order pß, G is metabelian and m=a-\-2ß.

(') Cf. Fite, loe. cit. vol. 3 (1902) p. 342.
(8) Cf. Fite, loe. cit. vol. 7 (1906) p. 68.
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If G is of degree p there are only p invariant commutators, and if K were

cyclic of order greater than p there would be a commutator of order p2 that

corresponds to an invariant operation of G'. But this is impossible (Theorem

II). Hence K is of order p, and G is metabelian. This is a special case of the

following theorem :

Theorem VII. If G is an irreducible group of order pm (p an odd prime)

and degree pn with a cyclic commutator subgroup of order p"1, then y^ra araá*

kuy-ß+2.

To see this consider that 772 is not cyclic(9) and let 7 be a substitution

of 772 of order p that is not in 27i. Then T has p conjugates and is invariant

in a reducible G2 of order pm~1. The irreducible components of G2 are of de-

gree pn~x and have cyclic commutator subgroups of order py*, where

7 — 1 ̂ 7i^7- If we look upon one of these irreducible components just as we

have looked upon G and continue in this way we would come to an irreducible

group of degree p with a cyclic commutator subgroup of order greater than p

if y were greater than ra, since as we proceed the order of the respective com-

mutator subgroups does not decrease more rapidly than the degree of the

groups. If G contains pß invariant commutators then 7=/3+¿ —2, or

k^y-ß^-2.

Corollary. If a group G of order pm (p an odd prime) has a cyclic central

and a cyclic commutator subgroup of order greater than p it does not contain an

abelian subgroup of order pm~l.

For if it did it would be simply isomorphic with an irreducible group of

degree p.

If pßl is the highest order of any invariant commutator of the central

quotient group and k > 2 then 7 2:2/3i, and therefore ra 2r 2/3i. That is, if ra < 2ßu

G is metabelian. More generally, if pßl is the highest order of any commutator

of G/77i_2 then y^(k-i)ßi and therefore n^(k-l)ßi.

Theorem VIII. 7/ the irreducible group G of order pm (p an odd prime) has a

cyclic commutator subgroup and is of degree pß+1 then Gi is metabelian.

For if the commutator subgroup of G is cyclic, that of Gi and those of its

irreducible components are cyclic. Moreover each of these components is of

degree p. Hence its commutator subgroup is of order p and it is metabelian.

Hence Gi is metabelian.

(') Fite, loe. cit. vol. 15 (1914) p. 48.
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